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Abstract

The frequently varying inventory levels in product recovery facilities (PRFs) can be attributed to

the mismatch between the incoming discarded products and remanufactured product demand. The

inventory level fluctuations can be minimized by procuring the appropriate quantity of products

and effectively pricing the inventory items. This work captures the competition between two PRFs

during product procurement and sale of remanufactured products as a pure strategy game theoretic

model. In the first phase, the PRFs vie to acquire products by offering attractive customer incen-

tives. In the second phase, the PRFs compete to sell remanufactured products at lucrative prices.

In both phases the existence of a unique Nash equilibrium is established and the equilibrium point

is computed. Analysis of the Nash equilibrium conditions indicate that in the first phase, PRFs

acquire the quantity of products that satisfy the forecasted demand of remanufactured products,

and in the second phase, PRFs post prices so that the need to carry and backorder items is obviated.
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1. Introduction and Prior Work

The apprehensive stance adopted by many original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) to embrace

product recovery and remanufacturing has spurred the growth of third-party firms [1]. Product

recovery consists of operations that determine the condition of discarded products and the pro-

cedural separation of their constituents [2]. The third-party firms referred as product recovery

facilities (PRFs) collect discarded products, perform product recovery operations, remanufacture

the recovered components having significant reuse potential, and sell the remanufactured compo-

nents/products alongside OEMs new products. Good examples of PRFs are IBM’s Global Asset Re-

covery Services [3] which remanufactures computer parts, NuKote [4] which remanufactures printer

cartridges, and ReCellular [5] which remanufactures mobile phones. The competitive spirit between

the OEMs and PRFs can eventually ease the burden on landfills, minimize raw material consump-

tion, and reduce the energy usage. Apart from facing stiff competition in the market, PRFs are

financially challenged by the: costly and cumbersome task of acquiring discarded products; labor in-

tense nature of product recovery operations; scrimpy sales of remanufactured components/products;

environmental regulations that restrict the disposal quantity; unpredictable customer disposal pat-

tern of products; mercurial inventory levels of remanufactured components/products ensuing from

the unpredictable disposal of products and stochastic demand; carrying cost of superfluous in-

ventory; backorders due to inventory stockouts; disposal cost of unused and obsolete inventory;

“fire-fighting” strategies to clear surplus inventory such as promotional sales, discounts, and mark-

downs. However the standout factor which impacts the profits of PRFs is the inventory imbalance

between the incoming products and remanufactured component/product demand. The fluctuations

in inventory levels can be mitigated by procuring the right quantity of products and effectively

pricing the items in the inventory. These measures not only aid inventory control but also boost

the profit margin of PRFs.
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OEMs enter the remanufacturing market mainly because of the significant economic potential in

discarded products; sometimes the entry is to prevent competition from third-party firms [1]. The

price competition between an OEM and a third-party remanufacturing firm was studied by Ma-

jumder and Groenevelt [6], Ferrer and Swaminathan [7]. Vorasayan and Ryan [8] [9] determined

the prices of new and remanufactured products for a monopolist OEM through a queuing model.

Pricing issues for firms which take back used products and offer trade-in rebates on new products

was addressed by Ray et al. [10]. Debo et al. studied pricing issues when customers distinguish

between new and remanufactured products [11] and products exhibit well-pronounced lifecycles [12].

Malladi and Min [13], through a mixed integer nonlinear programming model, determined prices of

new and remanufactured product in a heterogeneous market. The effect of component yield from

used products on the remanufactured product prices was analyzed by Bakal and Akcali [14]. Mitra

[15] studied the pricing issues for remanufactured products in developing nations. Guide et al. [16]

identified the critical issues in product acquisition management and also determined the quantity

of used products to acquire on the basis of the remanufactured product demand. Mondal and

Mukherjee [17] studied the key economic factors that influence product acquisition and determined

the optimal product procurement time. Savaskan et al. [18] analyzed various closed-loop supply

chain configurations for used product procurement on the basis of wholesale and retail prices of

remanufactured products.

This paper captures the competition between two PRFs when they procure discarded products and

sell remanufactured products as a two phase pure strategy game theoretic model. The consideration

of competition in product acquisition makes this work unique in the literature.
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Figure 1: Structure of a product recovery facility

2. The Two Phase Game

This section models the competition in product acquisition and remanufactured product sales as a

two phase pure strategy game. In a pure strategy game each player has complete information about

the other player strategies. Although this is a theoretical abstraction it provides useful insights in

to the nature of the competition. Consider PRFA and PRFB to be the sole competitors in a market.

The two PRFs vie to acquire discarded products in the first phase and competitively price to sell

remanufactured products in the second phase. Both PRFs have an identical functional structure

shown in Figure 1. The products acquired in the first phase are subjected to product recovery

operations such as sorting, disassembly, inspection, and remanufacturing. Inventory of remanufac-

tured products is carried when the acquired returns exceed the forecasted demand. Backordering

is allowed when there is shortage of remanufactured products.

The assumptions in formulating the analytical model are: (i) the PRFs acquire single type products

and sell single type of remanufactured products, a valid assumption for products such as single-use

cameras and printer cartridges; (ii) the remanufactured products sold by the PRFs are indistin-

guishable in their quality; (iii) customers have equal preference to the remanufactured products

sold by either PRF; (iv) the relationship between the quantity of products that can be procured

and acquisition price is deterministic; (v) the demand for remanufactured products is deterministic;

(vi) each PRF is completely aware of the competitor’s strategy.
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First phase game

In this phase the two PRFs vie to acquire products on the basis of the demand forecast for reman-

ufactured products. Since carrying inventory of acquired products is not an option the quantity

of products that exactly meet the demand is procured. It is assumed that both PRFs start and

terminate their product acquisition phases simultaneously. This assumption is imposed to capture

a fair game. The two PRFs compete to acquire products from customers by offering attractive

incentives. The quantity of products that can be procured is directly proportional to the incentive

offered. PRFs may decide to offer incentives depending on the quality of the product to facilitate

processing during the product recovery stage. Incentives are essential to hasten the customer re-

turn rate. The quantity of returns that can be procured by a PRF increases with the incentive it

offers and decreases with the incentive offered by the competitor PRF; this interdependency on the

competitor’s strategy reflects the competition in product acquisition.

ra = da + eaqa − faqb (1)

rb = db + ebqb − fbqa (2)

In eq. 1 and 2, da, ea, fa, db, eb, and fb are positive constants, ra and rb are the quantity of acquired

products and qa and qb are the incentive or the acquisition price of PRFA and PRFB respectively.

The optimization problem solved by PRFA is,

min
qa

raqa (3)

s.t. ra = λ̃a (4)

where λ̃a is the forecasted demand. The optimization problem of PRFB is similar to PRFA. Each
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PRF solves its optimization problem which is their best acquisition price in response to the com-

petitor PRF’s price. Lemma 1 provides the best response for PRFA.

Lemma 1 PRFA’s optimal acquisition price is q∗a = q̄a+ λ̃a

ea
where q̄a = faqb−da

ea
is the price at ra = 0

and ra > 0 only when q∗a > q̄a.

Proof: Eq 4 can be written as da + eaqa − faqb = λ̃a and solving for qa provides the desired result.

The result makes sense, when λ̃a = 0 the acquisition price is q∗a = q̄a. To have a feasible quantity

to acquire da + eaqa − faqb > 0 which simplifies to q∗a > q̄a.¦

Following Lemma 1, PRFB’s optimal strategy is q∗b = q̄b + λ̃b

eb
, where q̄b = fbqa−db

eb
.

Second phase game

In the second phase the PRFs sell remanufactured products at competitive prices. In this setting

the price posted by a PRF not only affects its demand but also influences that of the competitor.

The demand of a PRF is assumed to be a linear function of the price it posts and the price set by

the competitor — demand decreases with the price and increases with the competitor’s price. The

demand function for each PRF is,

λa = ua − vapa + wapb (5)

λb = ub − vbpb + wbpa (6)

where ua, va, wa, ub, vb, and wb are positive constants, λa, λb, pa, and pb are the demand and sale

prices of remanufactured products for PRFA and PRFB respectively. A PRF carries inventory if

the products procured in the first phase exceed the actual demand, otherwise backorders are taken.
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PRFA solves the following optimization problem to determine the optimal price of remanufactured

products:

max
pa





paλa − Ch
a (r∗a − λa)− Cp

ar
∗
a , if r∗a > λa

r∗a(pa − Cp
a)− Cs

a(λa − r∗a) , if r∗a ≤ λa

(7)

In eq. 7, r∗a is the optimal quantity of returns acquired by PRFA in the first phase which is equal

to λ̃a; Cp
a , Ch

a , and Cs
a are the per unit remanufacturing, holding, and backorder costs for PRFA

respectively. Lemma 2 determines the optimal price of remanufactured products sold by PRFA.

Lemma 2 The optimal price of remanufactured products sold by PRFA is,

p∗a =





p̄a−Ch
a

2
, if r∗a > λa

p̄a − r∗a
va

, if r∗a ≤ λa

(8)

where p̄a = ua+wapb

va
is the price at which λa = 0 and if pa > p̄a then λa > 0.

Proof: Obtaining the optimal price p∗a is an unconstrained optimization problem. The objective

function is rewritten as: pa(ua − vapa + wapb) − Ch
a (r∗a − ua + vapa − wapb) − Cp

ar
∗
a. Taking the

derivative with respect to pa and equating it to zero gives the optimal price, p∗a = p̄a−Ch
a

2
. Likewise

it can be shown that p∗a = p̄a− r∗a
va

when r∗a ≤ λa. The price to quote to avoid backorders is obtained

from ua − vapa + wapb > 0; rearranging gives pa > p̄a.¦

Likewise the optimal price for PRFB can be obtained.
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3. Nash equilibrium

At Nash equilibrium both PRFs have no incentive to deviate from their strategy if they know the

competitor’s strategy. Theorems 1 and 2 establish the existence of a unique Nash equilibrium in

the game of acquiring products and selling remanufactured products.

Theorem 1 There exists a unique pure strategy Nash equilibrium to set the acquisition price of

discarded products and the equilibrium point is,

q̂a =
fa(λ̃b − db) + eb(λ̃a − da)

eaeb − fafb

q̂b =
fb(λ̃a − da) + ea(λ̃b − db)

eaeb − fafb

only if eaeb − fafb > 0.

Proof: Let qa = f1(qb) be the best response of PRFA and let qb = g1(qa) be the best response of

PRFB as a function of qa. This can also be expressed as qb = g1(f1(qb)) which is a continuous

function mapping to itself. From Brouwer’s fixed point theorem, there exists a fixed point q̂b in

g1(f1(qb)) [19]. Define q̂a = f1(q̂b) and let q̂b solve PRFB’s optimization problem. Then q̂a and q̂b

form a Nash equilibrium.

q̂b = q̄b +
λ̃b

eb

=
fbq̂a − db + λ̃b

eb

=
fb{faq̂b−da+λ̃a

ea
} − db + λ̃b

eb

=
fb(λ̃a − da) + ea(λ̃b − db)

eaeb − fafb

q̂a =
faq̂b − da + λ̃a

ea

=
fa(λ̃b − db) + eb(λ̃a − da)

eaeb − fafb

For a feasible equilibrium it is evident that eaeb − fafb > 0. The sufficiency condition for the

equilibrium point to be unique is d
dqb

[g1(f1(qb))] ∈ (0, 1). Computing the derivative, d
dqb

[g1(f1(qb))] =
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fafb

eaeb
, which satisfies the sufficiency condition because eaeb − fafb > 0 and non-negativity of all

parameters.¦

Lemma 3 At Nash equilibrium both PRFs acquire the quantity of products equal to the forecasted

demand.

Proof: ra = da + eaq̂a − faq̂b. Substituting q̂a and q̂b from Theorem 1 gives ra = λ̃a. Likewise

rb = λ̃b.¦

In the first phase, the best response of a PRF linearly increases with the other PRF’s acquisition

price. At the Nash equilibrium both PRFs acquire the quantity of products which exactly match

the forecasted demand for remanufactured products. This makes sense, if a PRF acquires more

than the forecasted demand then the acquisition cost increases making the PRF less competitive.

Theorem 2 There exists a unique pure strategy Nash equilibrium to set prices of remanufactured

products and the equilibrium point is computable.

Proof: Let pa = f2(pb) be PRFA’s best response and let pb = g2(pa) be PRFB’s best response.

pb = g2(f2(pb)), which is a continuous function mapping to itself. So from Brouwer’s fixed point

theorem, there exists a fixed point p̂b in g2(f2(pb)). Define p̂a = f2(p̂b) and let p̂b solve PRFB’s

optimization problem. Then p̂a, and p̂b form a Nash equilibrium.

There are four possible game configurations in phase 2: (i) r∗a ≤ λa r∗b ≤ λb; (ii) r∗a ≤ λa r∗b > λb;

(iii) r∗a > λa and r∗b > λb; (iv) r∗a > λa and r∗b ≤ λb. For case (i), Nash equilibrium computation is

shown.

p̂b = p̄b − r∗b
vb

=
ub + wb

{
ua+wap̂b

va
− r∗a

va

}

vb

− r∗b
vb

=
va(ub − r∗b ) + wb(ua − r∗a)

vavb − wawb
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p̂a =
ua + wap̂b

va

− r∗a
va

=
vb(ua − r∗a) + wa(ub − r∗b )

vavb − wawb

For a feasible equilibrium it is evident that vavb − wawb > 0. The sufficiency condition for the

equilibrium point to be unique is d
dpb

[g2(f2(pb))] ∈ (0, 1). Computing the derivative, d
dpb

[g2(f2(pb))] =

wawb

vavb
, which satisfies the sufficiency condition from vavb − wawb > 0 and non-negativity of all

parameters. Similarly the Nash equilibrium for (ii), (iii), and (iv) can be computed. For case (ii)

the Nash equilibrium is at,

p̂b =
p̄b − Ch

b

2
=

ub + wb

{
ua+wap̂b

va
− r∗a

va

}
− Ch

b vb

2vb

=
va(ub − Ch

b vb) + wb(ua − r∗a)
2vavb − wawb

p̂a =
2vb(ua − r∗a) + wa(ub − vbC

h
b )

(2vavb − wawb)

The equilibrium in case (ii) is unique since 2vavb − wawb > 0. For case (iii) Nash equilibrium is at,

p̂b =
p̄b − Ch

b

2
=

ub + wb

{
ua+wap̂b−Ch

a va

2va

}
− Ch

b vb

2vb

=
2va(ub − vbC

h
b ) + wb(ua − vaC

h
a )

4vavb − wawb

p̂a =
ua + wap̂b − Ch

a va

2va

=
2vb(ua − vaC

h
a ) + wa(ub − vbC

h
b )

4vavb − wawb

The equilibrium in case (iii) is unique because 4vavb − wawb > 0. For case (iv) Nash equilibrium is

at,

p̂b = p̄b − r∗b
vb

=
ub + wb

{
ua+wap̂b−Ch

a va

2va

}

vb

− r∗b
vb

=
2va(ub − r∗b ) + wb(ua − vaC

h
a )

2vavb − wawb

p̂a =
ua + wap̂b − Ch

a va

2va

=
vb(ua − vaC

h
a ) + wa(ub − r∗b )

2vavb − wawb
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Again this equilibrium is unique because 2vavb − wawb > 0. ¦

Lemma 4 At Nash equilibrium both PRFs post a price that exactly satisfies their respective demand.

Proof: From theorem 2, there is a unique equilibrium for each of the four game configurations. It

is relatively straightforward to show that λa = r∗a and λb = r∗b for all four cases. ¦

The best response price of a PRF linearly decreases with an increase in the other PRF’s price, i.e.,

if a PRF sets a lower price which increases its demand then the other PRF must reduce its price to

remain competitive in the market. The PRFs keep reducing their prices until they reach the Nash

equilibrium point where the demand exactly matches with the quantity of products acquired in the

first phase. Deviating from this price results in holding or backorder costs which diminishes the

profit making a PRF less competitive.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

This work modeled the competition between two PRFs as a pure strategy game in two phases.

In the first phase, the PRFs vie by offering attractive customer incentives to procure discarded

products. In the second phase, the PRFs quote competitive prices for remanufactured products.

The existence of a unique Nash equilibrium for games in both phases is proved and the equilibrium

point is computed. In the first phase Nash equilibrium both PRFs offer incentives that match their

demand forecast and in the second phase Nash equilibrium the PRFs post a price that eliminates the

need to carry or backorder items. In future the authors intend to address the following extensions:

incorporate customer price reservations, i.e., customers make a purchase if the posted price by the

firm is below a reservation price; formulate the problem as a mixed strategy game and establish

Nash equilibrium conditions; consider dynamic pricing strategies, where a firm quotes a price for
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each customer on the basis of the available inventory.
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